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The Lord of “Vaccines” and the “Health Terrorist Ideology”. Where Do You Think this Is
Going? Get Off that Crazy Train

By Dr. Pascal Sacré, November 01, 2021

Get off the crazy train. I know, it is scary, it can hurt, and at the same time, as long as you
feel the pain, you are alive. Take back your physical and intellectual autonomy and protect
your children. These Young Global leaders who have become “Leaders” (gurus) do not want
to do you any good.

Anxiety and “Corona Fear”: On the Significance of Fear in Human Social Life

By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, November 01, 2021

Anxiety disorders not only have a negative impact on a person’s mental and physical health,
his or her profession and love, they also impair the development of social life, since the
ability of adult citizens to make decisions is severely restricted.

A Letter to the Vaccinated

By Dr. Angela Durante, Prof Denis Rancourt, and et al., November 01, 2021

Following their “Open Letter to the Unvaccinated”, an expanding group of Canadian scholars
has now written a letter addressing “the vaccinated”. The writers expose the divisiveness of
vaccination status and denounce the resulting rift in society.

26 New York City Firehouses Closed Due to Vaccine Mandate Short Staffing

By Sundance, November 01, 2021
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The deadline for New York City firefighters to get vaccinated was yesterday.  Enforcement of
the vaccine mandate is anticipated to begin Monday.  Today, the New York Post is reporting
that  26  FDNY  firehouses  are  currently  closed  due  to  short  staffing  directly  related  to  the
vaccine mandate.

Pfizer Is Calling the Shots to Jab Kids

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, November 01, 2021

Public  Citizen  has  now  reviewed  and  published  the  secret  contracts  between  Pfizer  and
Albania, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Dominican Republic, the European Commission, Peru, the
U.S. and the U.K. These contracts reveal nations have handed over unprecedented power to
Pfizer. In virtually all scenarios, Pfizer’s interests come first.

Ten  Red  Flags  in  the  FDA’s  Risk-benefit  Analysis  of  Pfizer’s  EUA  Application  to  Inject
American  Children  5  to  11  with  Its  mRNA  Product

By Toby Rogers, November 01, 2021

COVID-19 rates in children ages 5 to 11 are so low that there were ZERO cases of severe
COVID-19 and ZERO cases of death from COVID in either the treatment (n= 1,518) or
control group (n= 750).

“The Official Covid Narrative”: When Doctors Attack Doctors, Who Wins?

By Prof. Bill Willers, November 01, 2021

A psychological,  informational  war  is  raging  within  the  world’s  medical  community,  a
community dedicated to human well being, at least in theory. A central feature of the war is
the  undeniable  fact  that  every  aspect  of  mainstream print  and  electronic  media  has
coalesced rigidly around a single official narrative regarding treatment of Covid-19.

Global Blueprint Exposed: The Takeover of All Genetic Material on Earth

By Patrick Wood, November 01, 2021

The word “biodiversity” is explained to mean “genetic resources”. Genes are something to
be exploited and used more efficiently than they are used in their natural state.
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Canada’s Compulsory Covid Vaccination Policy: The Ending Credits of Democracy

By Marina Bulatović, November 01, 2021

E-mails sent to millions of employees across Canada titled: ‘COMPULSORY VACCINATION
POLICY  AGAINST  COVID-19’  emphasize  that  companies  are  promoting  safety  in  the
workplace in order to prevent the potential spread of the virus (today, while writing this text,
34,802 people or 0.09% of the total population are reported to be infected), which is why
the decision to apply mandatory vaccination for all employees was enacted.

Video:  India’s  Lawyers  Action  against  Covid  Corrupt  Task  Force  Officials  and  Doctor  Who
Okayed DNA Vax for Kids

By Dipali Ojha and Kristina Borjesson, November 01, 2021

Lawyer Dipali  Ojha of the Indian Bar Association details the efforts she and her colleagues
are making to push India’s courts to hold corrupt covid task force officials accountable for
multiple acts of malfeasance, to stop the rollout of a newly developed DNA vaccine for
children approved under an emergency use authorization [EUA], and to investigate the
doctor who issued the EUA.
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